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From the Chair…..

Hello all,
Cannot believe it is halfway through 2016 already, but refuse to say how many weeks to
Christmas yet! We have been busy at Woodfield, with many of us out competing,
dressage, showjumping and showing, with some good results. The weather however has not
always been too kind- one minute baking hot, the next looking like drowned rats! Good
old British summer 
Camp has completed successfully- with no call for the helicopter this year thank heavens,
though there were some thrills and spills. Huge thanks to Linda who organises this every
year, which is not easy- I’m sure everyone is extremely grateful- and she has already
booked next years! I am hoping to ‘steal’ some photos from that wonderful source facebook
for the next newsletter.
Rowena has opened lists of people interested in trips to Your Horse Live and Olympia, so
please get your names to her (with deposits) as soon as possible.
At every club meeting, we award ‘member of the month’ and ‘clanger of the month’
rosettes, but of course, not all members can attend, so this month’s awards are: MoMJackie Mathers for preparing a surprise party for Linda and Tess on camp for their
birthdays (decorations, cake, the works!)….and CoM- Teresa Bowler for cleaning her teeth
at camp with Germolene! Yuk…
Have a lovely summer with your ponies……..

Ros & the little people
VHPRC
Open Show 18th Sept 2016
WE ARE SEEKING HELPERS
(schedules out very soon!

If you can help, or know someone who can, please get in touch
Contact: anyone on the Committee!!! 

We hold our meetings on the first Wednesday of the month
FABULOUS FOOD!

Rose & Crown,
68 Parkfield Road, Pucklechurch, Bristol, BS16 9PS

Great Western Air Ambulance
Our speaker in June was Nicole Beebee from GWAA, which is a charity that runs the air ambulance helicopter often seen over
Bristol and the South West area. Indeed, our own members have benefited from their services in the past! She gave a quick
but interesting overview of the service they provide, including some of the
following facts:
 the first air ambulance started in Cornwall in 1987, becoming GWAA charity in 2008.
 it provides rapid access to remote locations and has a reciprocal service with other air ambulance services.
 the expected response time is 15-20 minutes anywhere in the area of Bristol, Glos, Wilts, BANES, North Som and
South Glos (2.1 million people)
 it costs £2.3 million to keep running per year, and receives no Government or lottery funding.
 in February, 142 patients were treated- cardiac arrests (40), trauma (37), rtc (31), medical (25) and sports (5).
 it is a critical care service, with a helicopter, 2 cc vehicles, a paramedic and doctor team, based at Filton.
 the helicopter only flies in daylight hours to get the patient to the most appropriate hospital for their needs.
 there are 6 full time paramedics, a pilot and volunteer doctors who do 2-4 shifts per week.
 services provided include- anaesthesia, chest drainage, surgical procedures, additional drugs, triage, blood
transfusions, or discharge from the scene.
 the helicopter is leased- it is an EC135, built in 1994 and came into service Oct 2014. It seats 5, including space for
parents of children, it is side loading and can land on a helipad.
 dispatch criteria are- road traffic accidents, traumas, or crew requests eg from the fire brigade.
 costs are £50 to take off, £15 fuel per minute, and total costs per mission are approx. £2000.
 money is raised through donations, volunteering to raise money, their own lottery, challenges and fundraising
activities.
They are on facebook, publish their own newsletter and their lottery is accessible through their website:
http://www.greatwesternairambulance.com/
Let’s keep them flying!!

A very special little horse
So Ros thought people might be interested in what is going on with the LB, the 1st one I bred from Jazz, who I wrote about after I
lost her.
So the extremely exuberant (lol) LB, this stands for Little Bastard, Little Bitch or Little Beauty, depending on her mood, is now 8 &
based with an extremely fine equestrian, in Taunton, by the name of Fiona Rawle. Can’t recommend her highly enough for
breaking, backing, schooling & everything else you might require.
LB is the horse that put me in hospital & caused me so much heartache, love her; desperately wanted to be able to do her justice,
but was just not good enough. We did a lot of showing when she was younger; she was quite successful.
She needed much more than I was capable of giving once it came to the riding. She used to spook & spin & drop me, I tried to do
my best but no good; I knew I couldn’t sell her, she would have ended up in the wrong hands & being pushed from pillar to post.
So I tried to do it myself once I had recovered, so 7 months later I got on, oh joy to be riding again & she was being so good.
Gradually my confidence returned & I took her to various dressage competitions, getting better marks every time. I’ve cracked it I
thought to myself. Ha Ha. Wrong. I went to Leyland Court & should have known when she didn’t settle in the collecting ring, hells
bells, she was an absolute cowbag. Don’t know how I stayed on; judge was extremely complimentary about my calmness, if he
nd
only knew. I stupidly decided to try the 2 test I had entered. I did finish & again judge told me to persevere. So much talent. I got
back to the lorry & cried & cried, I couldn’t do this anymore, I felt sick, was shaking & didn’t know how I was going to get home.
But I did because you have to don’t you; I only rode her once after that. I was so ashamed, but I just couldn’t do it.
Somebody told me about Fiona and I arranged for her to go on Jan 11 2015. Since then Fiona has patiently persevered with this
talented, quirky little horse; we have had many highs & lows, but maybe just maybe we have turned a corner. She has had help
from many people, all have said if you can cope with the tantrums she will be very good one day, you just need to find what works
for her.
She hunted her last season (brave or what), apparently LB loves it & just doesn’t stop going all day, jumps anything, which has
changed her outlook quite a lot. I think she grew up a little.
So having decided the time was right, she went to her first event at Port Eliot in Cornwall, 28.8 dressage, a spook in the SJ, & 14
too fast time penalties xc, finished in top 15. Chuffed to bits & she was a good girl.
Next was Millfield, this one I could go to, lovely Gill Hutchings took me; the story of that journey is not for telling, lol. I swear to
god that the bloody horse saw me! I deliberately didn’t go to see them before dressage, because I seem to wind her up; she came
across the diagonal going beautifully, saw me & threw her toys out the pram. Fi got her back, not managing much of a serpentine.
Oops. Clear sj & one silly run out, at a problem fence, again pleased apart from dressage,37.5 mark, but still top 20 finish.
Next was a step up to BE90 at Pontispool. Again I managed to get a lift, horrendous journey & got there just before sj, fabulous
exuberant clear. She’s so scopey. Apparently very good dressage, apart from when she stood on some gravel that had been used
to fill a hole- she thought it was a dragon. But came back & did a fab test. So on to the xc; it was big & trappy & she jumped all the
nd
difficult fences very well, but had 3 run outs at others, jumped all the 2 time. The run outs were all a sign of how green she is.
th
Again she still finished in top 25. But we all think she will go on & learn from this. Her next outing is on 26 June at Treborough & I
am hoping to be able to go.
I think LB always needed a professional rider. Fiona always says that I did a good job considering- I hope she isn’t just being nice.
I’ve had so many ups & downs the last few years & I do think the shit fairy is still hovering. The pile of shit on top of me keeps
getting bigger & heavier, but I will try to keep going. But the latest lump is hard to bear. Will write about that when I know the
outcome.
The moral of this is admit when you can’t, let somebody else younger, stronger & better do it. I am not the same person anymore
but maybe that’s a good thing; you all know I had an eye problem over new year- have just seen the optician & been told nothing
they can do & I have to learn to live with it, no op as it would be too risky & glasses don’t help. In a way this has helped me
because I no longer think I will get better. I have been riding Coco for the last 3 weeks & my husband says I am a much nicer
person (oops). I have driven short distances which I find very difficult, so watch out if you see me lol. My next step is to drive the
lorry & compete. Wish me luck.

Sorry for the rambling but it was difficult to know what to put in.
Enjoy the pics.
Jane

LB at Keysoe BSPA Champs
2010

LB at Millfield, May 2016

LB at Port Elliott, May 2016

LB at Pontispool, May 2016

LB at Millfield , May 2016

LB at Port Elliott, May 2016

LB at Port Elliott, May 2016

LB at Pontispool, May 2016

I have always thought LB was a special horse, and bred to event- sometimes we have to do
what is best for our horses even though it breaks our heart not to be able to do it ourselves.
But I am so glad to see LB doing incredibly well- and is clearly destined for a fabulous
future- watch this space!! Jane- we all wish you the very best and look forward to seeing
Coco out 
Ros

Such fun! Camp 2016
Well we had a ball – lots of laughs, great company, super food and lots of it, great instructors and not much rain!
Sally and I missed camp last year as she was very poorly. She had not been to a party for a long, long time. So washed,
trimmed, and lorry loaded off we went. She was sooooh excited. To be honest I did not know how she would cope but no
doubt I would find out.
When we arrived she recognised where she was, and even seemed to know the way to her stable. It had a lovely deep bed
ready, and she soon settled in and made friends with her ‘neigh’bour (sorry for the pun) who was Tess’s gelding. Sally
immediately told him she was a lady and came into season. They kissed through the bars. Then I set off to have a cup of
tea, with chocolate cake to die for.
Before our evening meal we celebrated Linda’s 60th, and Tess’s 70th birthdays with balloons, a super cake and a glass of
bubbly, organised by Jackie. Hope you both have many super horsey years ahead. Sadly Jackie had to leave after the
celebrations as she was not able to ride this year.
After a lovely roast pork dinner, four of us went for a quiet ride around the fields to stretch our horse’s legs. Sally was
‘wired’ but I managed to keep her in walk. This could be a fun camp I thought.
After a jolly evening catching up with old friends, loads and loads of chatter and laughs, we rolled into bed. The following
day I was starting with cross country. The ground was very hard and I was worried about Sally’s legs and feet – one of her
problems last year. ‘Woohoo’ she said! She was very, very strong and forward going, and loved it. She was a bit miffed I
did not let her jump as much as the others in my group (Julian, Rachel Hawkins, and Teresa Bowler) and as usual she felt
she should take charge of the situation. She flew over everything I asked. The other 3 were jumping very well indeed.
Rachel had not taken her horse ‘Royce’ cross country before – he was a star, especially as he is 25. Julian and Ben were
cruising over the bigger jumps, and Teresa and Tonto got better and better, jumping really well.
Then we went to the sunken road. “Quietly trot in to the steps” said Anthony. Yeah right! I did hold her in trot – just.
We popped down the 2 steps, then forward up the big step out. Sally jumped up, put her front feet on the top of the step
then ‘Yeehah’ and bucked me off. Thank you Sally!!!
After a lovely salad lunch we had a flat lesson. Boring! But actually it was fantastic, and we all thoroughly enjoyed it, and
all of us excelled. Obviously we all needed a cross country lesson first. I can honestly say it was the best flat lesson I have
ever had. I was so pleased with my girl.
More tea and lovely lemon drizzle cake, later followed by cottage pie, and syrup pudding and custard. The diet was
definitely ‘on hold’. The evening was great fun. We played the cornflake box game and were astounded at the bendability
of some of our ladies. Lizzie, Debbs and Charlotte excelled, with Charlotte winning by finally picking up a piece of card
with her tongue from flat on the floor, with only her feet touching the carpet. Well done!
The following day we had show jumping in the arena. As usual Anthony gave us some tricky exercises to do. I had not
done any jumping with Sally for 2 years. She was superb, but I was a little out of practice – she kept telling me – ‘come on
mother keep up’! ‘Mother’ was a bit creaky and bruised, and definitely had a ‘red mist’ moment. After a bit of dithering
on my part – I lost the way – she slammed on the brakes before the brush and once again I was looking up at her from the
floor. This time it was a softer landing, no damage done. ‘Mum what are you doing down there?’ she said.
I have had Sally for 9 years and fallen off 5 times – twice at camp this year! She then jumped a fabulous clear round –
80cm – and I did not go the wrong way. We were both so very pleased to be riding ‘together’ again. Happy ladies.
Everyone seemed to have a great time and were very pleased with their achievements. So feeling tired, aching a bit,
having learnt a lot more about ourselves and our horses, we all rolled home.
Thanks to everyone for making it such fun, for putting up with Sally kicking her door so vigorously (she always has to tell
everyone she is ‘queen bee’) and thanks to Linda for organising it all.

Liz Pickman and Sally
Hopefully we will have some pictures for the next newsletter!!! Apparently there is a particularly good one of a member
hanging on for dear life in the water……wonder who that could be??? Hmmm………

Saw this on the internet and thought it was interesting- what do you think?
How much weight (rider) can a horse carry?
--------------------------------------------------------------What he can carry has nothing to do with percents of body weight as was thought two hundred years ago when
those estimates were conceived. Science and research has advanced the knowledge since the dark ages and we
actually have better bases for determining weight carrying capacity these days. The conformation and height of a
horse is what determines weight carrying capacity, and not just his weight.
Factors that determine it include the horse’s bone/tendon circumference and his own body mass to begin with. Any
horse over 1450 lbs is not designed to carry a rider. There is no horse of this weight or over that has developed
sufficient bone mass to render him capable of carrying much more than the weight of his own body mass without
soundness issues.
Taller horses are less able to bear the weight of a rider. It is rare for a horse over 16 hh to be have sufficient
breadth of the loin without also having too much of his own body mass to support the weight of a rider without
soundness issues.
The lower the centre of gravity, the more weight the horse is able to bear. Shorter horses can bear more weight
just because they are shorter.
The most important factor in weight bearing capacity outside of bone/tendon circumference is the width, length,
and depth of the loin. The longer the loin, the less weight the horse can carry. The narrower the loin, the less
weight the horse can carry. The more shallow the loin, the less weight the horse can carry.
Other factors include the length and angle of the shoulder and pelvis, the overall length of the back, and the length
and angles of the bones of the limbs. Longer bones with angular deformities reduce the capacity of a horse to
remain sound while carrying and balancing the weight of a rider.
So, a horse under 16 hh with a wide, short, deep loin, and at least 8 inches of bone/tendon circumference just
below the knee for every 1000 lbs of body weight, and with correct bone lengths and angles, is best designed to
carry weight.
A 1500 lb draft horse cannot carry 20% of his own body weight (300 lbs) without soundness issues since he just
doesn’t have the bone to support more than his own weight. But a 14.2 hh 1000 lb horse with wide, deep, short
loins, 8 inches of bone/tendon circumference, and correct bone lengths and angles, can often carry up to 30 to
35%% of his own weight (300 to 350 lbs) and remain sound.
So, you would need to measure his bone/tendon circumference, assess his width, length, and depth through the
loin, and the length and correctness of angles of the bones of his limbs to determine how well designed he is for
bearing weight.
Source(s):
58 years with horses
The works of Dr. Deb Bennett, Dr. Karen Gellman, and others

http://www.equinestudies.org/dr_deb_classes_clinics/about_dr_deb_bio.html

So maybe you might just see me riding
Pringle after all !!?? Lol……..

DIARY DATES
July - Alan Hiscox, the Secret Life of a Mounted
Policeman
Aug - Nicola Carley - Horseback Yoga

Sept- Helen/ Mindset strategies
Oct- Julie Chuter-Nicholas- Spanish horses
Nov- B & W vets- winter ailments
Dressage Riders
Show Jumpers
Eventers
9th July - ODE - West Wilts EC- teams entered
17th July - Team Dressage - Rabson Manorcompetitors are needed for this asap!!

If you would be interested in competing for
the club at area competitions, please contact
Laura Hayden, Team Co-ordinator.

Tack Shop Club Member Discounts
Did you know you are entitled to special discounts at
local tack shops ? Think of all that money you can save
! Here is a summary of just some of the discounts
available and the contact details:
Chris Puddy : http://puddys.co.uk/saddlery/
Discount 10%

-

Wadswick Countrystore: http://www.wadswick.co.uk/ Discount 5%
Patrick Pinkers:
http://www.patrickpinker.com/?id=296 – Discount 10%
It is also worth asking if you visit other tack shops,
remember always take your membership card with you
! Please note these discounts do seem to be rather
selective and some items are excluded, unfortunately
this includes saddles.

Please keep checking the website for up-to-date news regarding speakers and rallies –
www.vhprc.co.uk
Any articles/ photos to Ros at rossteward@hotmail.co.uk
SHOWING IN-HAND……JUST A DODDLE?
Whether you’re a dab hand at showing in-hand or considering doing it for the first time, the following expert advice
from judges and producers will set you up for success. Whether you’re showing a specific breed or a
youngster, there are classes for all types of horses and ponies shown in-hand.
“There’s probably a class for every breed or type if you look at schedules,” says Emma Edwards-Brady, a judge for
the British Show Horse Association (BSHA), the British Show Pony Society (BSPS) and the British Skewbald and
Piebald Association (BSPA). “Youngstock can be shown in hunter, hack and riding horse classes as well as sport
horse breeding sections. Native breeds are also shown in-hand, as are foreign breeds, miniatures and veterans too,”
adds Emma, who has successfully shown youngstock in-hand from her family’s Runnon Stud.
Why show in-hand rather than under saddle?
You may want to try something new with your horse, or the start of a breeding programme will lead you to the show
ring. “I think it’s a good idea to show youngstock in-hand a few times, even if it’s just to get them prepared for when
they come out under saddle,” says Emma.
In-hand showing is also a useful shop window for promoting a specific breeding line. “As a breeder you’re
promoting your stud and other youngstock,” adds Emma. “With good results it will hopefully lead to getting better
prices when you sell them on. Plus there’s not many age restrictions for showing in-hand so it attracts children
through to grandparents alike.”

Five ways to prepare for the ring
1. Do your homework
“Your horse or pony must be used to being led in walk and trot in a nice outline,” says Emma. “Some horses
naturally come on the bridle, but others need a little help. You might need to long-rein and/or use a roller and sidereins to encourage them into the correct outline.”

2. Making sure you are leading your animal correctly is imperative, stresses producer Jack Cochrane, who has won
the prestigious Cuddy in-hand final at Horse of the Year Show (HOYS) in previous years. “You should be at the
shoulder and have him in front of you,” explains Jack. “If the horse is strong, use a bridle to keep him in check. If he
won’t go forward, have a lunge whip to keep him moving. This should be done daily when leading to and from the
field.”
3. Should you find your horse keeps moving away from you while being led, Jack recommends doing the following
training. “Take him into a school or stand him up against a wall or hedge and lead him from the near side, but on the left
rein so that he can’t move away from you. Gradually move away from the wall until you can trot him up and he stays
straight. Then gradually change the rein until you have him going in a straight line.”
4. Make sure your animal is exposed to spooky objects in training so that they are less likely to react in the ring.
“If you’re doing a sports horse class make sure your horse is used to walking and trotting around poles and flower pots
as they can sometimes look very scary, especially to a spooky, young animal,” says Emma.
5. Practice makes perfect
“Your animal shouldn’t be trying to rub, bite reins, looking for treats or fidgeting. It spoils the overall picture and you
must be firm when practicing,” says Emma, who advises getting a friend to act as a judge. “You need to get your horse
used to standing still while the judge looks around him. Practice standing your horse square and make sure the judge
will be able to see all four legs,” advises Emma.

How to stand up correctly
When the judge is at the side
“The inside front leg should be slightly ahead of its other fore leg, and its outside hind leg should be slightly stretched
back from the other hind leg, but the cannon bone should be vertical,” says Emma. “This should only be fractional so
that the horse is still square and vertical.”
When the judge moves to the other side
“Move your horse forward or back a stride so it stands the same the other side. Make sure your horse’s legs are pointing
straight — it’s very easy for a horse to stand pointing a toe out or in when stood up,” adds Emma.
Stand square
“Make sure there is a nice distance between the two front feet and the two back legs. You don’t want your horse to be to
narrow nor do you want to be able to push a wheelbarrow between its front legs.”

Tips for the day
1. Carry a stick
“To help keep your horse straight when in the ring carry a good stick and carry it in front of you and up level with the
horse’s nose,” says Jack. “If he tries to bend his head to the left, lift the stick and a slight tap on his nose will help to keep
him straight.”
2. Look interested
“Try to get your horse to prick his ears and look interested in life so that it shows off their front,” says Emma.
3. Keep out of the way
“When the judge stands in front of your horse make sure you stand to the side so the judge has a good view of your
horse’s front,” adds Emma.
“Walk away and trot straight back passed the judge. I like to keep trotting until the judge has stopped looking, but always
be aware of the line up of other horses in the ring,” noted Emma.
4. Turn correctly
Jack advises that the handler should walk straight away from the judge for about 20 yards and turn the horse away from
you to the right.
“The horse is then on the inside of the turn before you trot straight back towards the judge.”
5. Consider the terrain
“If the ring is on a slight hill try to walk down and trot up,” says Emma.
6. Stay straight
“Stand your horse on the flat as best as you can. Practice makes perfect so make sure your horse gets used to trotting
towards someone in a straight line, sometimes judges look scary. “A straight line might sound easy, but it still amazes me
how many people can’t do it. You don’t want your judge running from the middle of the ring to the outside because you
haven’t looked up to see where the judge is.”
“The main aim is to have the horse straight. If his body is not straight his legs will not move straight,” adds Jack.

Things don’t always go as expected……
In which case, always remember, showing is meant to be fun!!!!! Enjoy 

